**Course Model Spectrum**

"Online 1"
All instruction and testing online. All classes are asynchronous (taped) with no required synchronous components.

"Online 2"
All instruction and testing occur online asynchronously but some synchronous online class attendance or participation required (dates specified in the syllabus for synchronous components).

"F2F"
Fully face-to-face (F2F). Online only after Thanksgiving.

"Online 1" Hybrid 1
All instructions online. Testing/student presentations F2F on specified dates/times only up to Thanksgiving (specified on syllabus). Proctoring services may be required. Friday/Sat testing or presentations possible.

"Hybrid 2"
A combination of online and F2F activities occur in the course. All students meet one day per week F2F, and 1 to 2 days per week online depending on the course schedule.

"Hybrid 3"
A combination of online and F2F activities and instruction occur in the course. Seat time is rotated among students. For example, a class with an enrollment of 90 that meets Tues/Thurs, 45 students attend F2F Tuesday and the other online; then switch. It will be specified in the syllabus if F2F testing is required.

"Hybrid 4"
Laboratory, studio, performance art classes. Customized scheduling based on requirements.
Option 1: Fully Online 1
All instruction and testing online. All classes are asynchronous with no required synchronous components.

Option 2: Fully Online 2
All instruction and testing occur online asynchronously but some synchronous online class attendance or participation required (dates specified in the syllabus for synchronous components).

Option 3: Hybrid 1
All instructions online. Testing/student presentations F2F on specified dates/times only up to Thanksgiving (specified on syllabus). Proctoring services may be required. Friday/Sat testing or presentations possible.

Option 4: Hybrid 2
A combination of online and F2F activities occur in the course. All students meet one day per week F2F, and 1 to 2 days per week online depending on the course schedule.

Option 5: Hybrid 3
A combination of online and F2F activities and instruction occur in the course. Seat time is rotated among students. For example, a class with an enrollment of 90 that meets Tues/Thurs, 45 students attend F2F Tuesday and the other online; then switch. It will be specified in the syllabus if F2F testing is required.

Option 6: Hybrid 4
Laboratory, studio, performance art classes. Customized scheduling based on requirements.

Option 7: Face-to-Face
Fully face-to-face (F2F). Online only after Thanksgiving.